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› SINGLE-SIDED FORK
The single-sided fork allows easy  
manoeuvring.There are castors 

available with various rim colors.

› WeLded rear axLe
The  welded rear axle as well as the fully 
welded back, contribute to the character-

istically low weight and rigidity.

› eLegant deSIgn
Slim , curved frame tubes give the 
W5 SL a light and airy appearance.

Features

› Rigid wheelchair
› Low weight (from 6 kg)
› Extremely sturdy
› Maximum individuality
› Best driving comfort 
› Aluminium 7020 frame
› Designed and produced in Denmark
› Short delivery times
› User weight max. 80 kg

the elegant lightweight 
The W5 SL is designed for users with a maximum weight of 80 kg. This model has the same handling 

qualities as the W5 model, but it has a lighter frame and slimmer frame tubes.

The W5 SL is the perfect wheelchair for active use and made for demand-
ing users. This Wolturnus model unifies minimal weight with sublime ele-
gance. The combination of the slim frame tubes and the single-sided fork, 
makes this wheelchair an ultimate eyecatcher. 

Every W5 SL is produced individually, according to each customers re-
quirements, wishes and measurements. This model offers the best pos-
sible driving comfort and extrem lightness. Thanks to the perfectly con-
structed frame, you will find it very easy to get around. Despite its low 
weight, the W5 SL convinces with extreme rigidity. 

To keep the weight as low as possible, components like the back, the rear 
axle or the footrest can be fully welded. Upon request, you have the pos-
sibility to choose an adjustable rear axle, an angle adjustable folding back 
and/or a height adjustable footrest.  

The seating posture can be adjusted optimally: The ergonomic seat, com-
bined with an adjustable strap seat and strap back, ensures a perfect 
seating posture. 

 W5 SL
  My new wheelchair fits like a glove. It exactly 

fits like a  perfectly tailored wheelchair should fit. 
It is simply just made for me!      
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